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Structural and elastic properties of alpha- and beta-phases of Ta sputtered thin
films
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Tantalum thin films are of interest for use in microelectronics and nanofabricated

devices because of the wide range of properties available, including high melting

temperature (3287 K), low-resistivity (15-60 μΩ.cm) and resistance to harsh chemical

environments. Depending on the deposition conditions and substrate, Ta films can be

formed with one of two different crystal structures: the equilibrium bcc structure (α-Ta)

and

 

the metastable β-Ta phase, absent in the pressure–temperature diagram of Ta,

 

but usually observed in thin sputtered films. β-Ta has a higher resistivity (170-210

μΩ.cm) than α-Ta and is more brittle (hardness ~18-20 GPa). Despite its use in a

number of applications, many of the physical properties of the β- phase remain

unknown, especially as far as the elastic properties are concerned.

In this work, we have studied the structural and elastic properties of Ta by combining

ab initio calculations and thin film growth experiments. The lattice parameter and

individual elastic constants C

ij

 were calculated using VASP code for the I

m3m

 and P42

1

m space groups, corresponding to α- and β-phase, respectively. The transverse (VT)

and longitudinal (VL) sound velocities were measured using Brillouin light scattering

and picosecond acoustics on two series of Ta films, having either the α or β-structure.

These techniques allow a precise determination of the C

44

 and C

33

 constants from VT

and VL, respectively, while the mass density, film thickness and crystal orientation

were characterized by X-ray reflectivity and X-ray diffraction. Theoretically, both

phases exhibit a G/B ratio of ~0.37, attesting of their ductile behavior. In thin film form,

a 30% softening of the shear elastic constant is found for β-Ta compared to α-Ta,

while the C

33

 is only slightly increased. These differences are discussed based on

influence of film texture and presence of growth-induced defects.
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